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Abstract: Objectives: The study aims to explore the effect of continuous quality improvement on manual cleaning quality of
fine hollow device in hospital central sterile supply department. In terms of methods, it mainly optimize the manual cleaning
process of fine hollow device as follow: Seperated cleaning basket is employed with 3% hydrogen proxide solition to clean the
blood stains and organic matters in fine hollow device. And then, 90°C pure water is used to soak the fine hollow device to
dissolve and clean the solidly attached bone wax in the inner side of absorption tube. And the study primarily compares the
difference between the data about optimizing the manual cleaning process of fine hollow device through continuous quality
improvement, the blood (stain), tissue residue, foreign body residue, bone wax from August to September in 2019, and those
from October to November in 2019. Results: The quality of fine hollow device manual cleaning in reference group are improved
significantly, with outstanding differences in control group (X2=59.36, P=0.000), indicating the effectiveness of the continuous
improvement measures. Conclusion: The continuous quality improvement was applied to the manual cleaning of fine hollow
device, and the cleaning effect was satisfactory. The removal rate of blood (stain), tissue, foreign body and bone wax of fine
hollow device was improved.
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1. Introduction
Fine hollow device (diameter<2mm) are widely used in
minimally invasive surgery [1]. Because of its complex
structure, many grooves, high precision and slender pipe
diameter, it is difficult to clean the equipment, and the rate of
washing back is high. However, the presence of blood stains,
tissues, foreign bodies and bone wax in the cavity for a long
time can form biofilm, which can not only easily corrode the
equipment, but also affect the sterilization effect and increase
the risk of cross-infection [2-3]. Therefore, improving the
cleaning, disinfection and sterilization quality of such fine
hollow device has become the operation difficulty of hospital
disinfection supply center, and it is also the management focus
of controlling nosocomial infection. In order to reduce the risk
of infection caused by fine hollow device, the hospital

disinfection supply center specification (WS310-2016)
emphasizes in particular that fine and complex instruments are
suitable for manual cleaning [4]. Brain, otolaryngology and
some orthopaedic hollow device belong to fine hollow device,
because they often adhere to a large number of blood stains
and organic matter, and the most difficult to remove bone wax,
which brings great challenges to manual cleaning. Our
hospital central sterile supply department (CSSD) for
continuous quality improvement management of manual
cleaning of fine hollow device in 2019, achieved remarkable
results, which are reported as follows.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. General Data
Retrospective analysis of the cleaning quality data of
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CSSD fine hollow device manual cleaning in our hospital in
August-September 2019 control group; analysis of
October-November 2019 improvement The cleaning
quality data after the manual cleaning method of the rear
fine lumen instruments are set as Watch team. Yes Method
of manual cleaning of fine lumen instruments Two sets of
data comparison, analysis Fine lumen instruments Blood
stain, tissue residue, foreign body residue, bone wax
residue.
2.2. Method
The control group carried on the manual cleaning to the fine
lumen instrument according to the conventional way, the
observation group carried on the operation according to the
improved fine lumen instrument manual cleaning method, the
concrete is as follows.
2.2.1. Observation Group
3% hydrogen peroxide solution with separate cleaning
basket Decomposition of organic matter and 90°C Pure
soaking Dissolve bone wax. The details are as follows: 1
Initial flushing and scrubbing under flowing water Fine
lumen instruments Visible to the naked eye Blood stains,
tissues, foreign bodies, bone wax; injection of enzyme
solution into tube cavity and immersion in multi-enzyme
solution for 10 min; brushing of tube cavity with suitable
brush; 3. Ultrasonic cleaning of enzyme solution for 3 min
The inside and outside of the lumen and the concave and
convex areas are thoroughly hand-brushed, and the inner
wall of the lumen is repeatedly washed with a high pressure
water gun to remove the lumen Internal and external residues
4. Immerse in 3% hydrogen peroxide solution Break down,
will lumen Internal injection Soak the solution for 1-2 min
below the surface, then remove the solution Rinse the lumen
of the solution until No white bubbles; use high pressure
water gun to wash the inner wall of the lumen repeatedly,
fully rinse the inside and outside of the lumen; this step is
mainly to remove blood (stain) trace, organic residue; 5 use
90°C hot pure water to soak, dissolve bone wax and disinfect
instrument, inject into the lumen Full of hot water Under
liquid level Soak for 10 min; observe the oil stains on the hot
pure water surface at 90°C, wash the inner wall of the lumen
repeatedly with a suitable brush of the appropriate size, and
soak and sterilize again at 90°C hot pure water surface until
there is no oil stain on the hot pure water surface at 90°C; this
step is mainly to remove the residue of bone wax; 6. Fine

lumen instruments Place in a drying cabinet with a tilt of
30°C and a drying temperature of 70-90°C; 7. Use a visual +
light source magnifying glass before checking the packaging;
and Use white gauze to cover one end of the lumen, air gun
and then the other end of the repeated blow, check for foreign
bodies and tissue residues.
2.2.2. Control Group
The traditional cleaning method was used to carry out
manual cleaning of fine lumen instruments. the manual
cleaning method is the same as the observation group’ s 1236,
the difference is that after full rinsing, the washed fine lumen
instruments are put into the boiling device to boil at 90°C for 1
min.
2.2.3. Cleaning Methods Training and Assessment
Training and assessment of cleaning staff
decontamination area leader [5].

by

2.3. Observation Indicators
Use visual + light source magnifying glass [6]+ Air gun
blowing Gas is the most commonly used method of cleaning
quality inspection of lumen instruments in clinic, the
equipment after cleaning should be clean and clean, no blood
stains, stains, tissues, bone wax and other residues, and record
the results of the inspection.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
SPSS 19.0 software was used for statistical analysis. The
measurement data are compared by t test or variance analysis,
and the counting data are compared by X2 test, P<0.05
indicated that the difference was statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Before and After Improvement of Manual Cleaning
Process in Fine Lumen Two Groups Comparison of
Cleaning Quality
Improvement of manual cleaning of fine lumen
instruments after implementation of the observation group
Cleaning quality improved, two groups Data Significant
differences (X2 =59.36, P=0.000), indicating the
effectiveness of the continuous improvement measures.
See table 1.

Table 1. Before and after improvement of manual cleaning process in fine lumen Two groups Comparison of cleaning quality.
Group

blood stain

Bone wax

Organization

Foreign bodies

Total number of cases

Control group

52

23

12

3

728

Observation group

18

2

4

1

931

3.2. Before and After Improvement of Manual Cleaning
Process in Fine Lumen Two Groups Comparison of
Blood Removal
Improving the manual cleaning process of fine lumen

X2

P

59.306

0.000

instruments higher clearance rate of blood stains Control
group. Two sets of data Significant differences (X2=27.434,
P=0.000), indicating the effectiveness of the continuous
improvement measures. See table 2.
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Table 2. Before and after improvement of manual cleaning process in fine
lumen Two groups Comparison of blood removal.
Group
Control group
Observation group

blood stain
52
18

No blood stains
676
913

X2
27.4
34

P
0.000

3.3. Before and After the Improvement of the Manual
Cleaning Process in the Fine Lumen Two Groups
Comparison of Clearance of Bone Wax
After improving the manual cleaning process of fine lumen
instruments, the observation group Bone wax clearance rate
higher Control group. Two sets of data Significant differences
(X2=23.865, P=0.000), indicating the effectiveness of the
continuous improvement measures. See table 3.
Table 3. Before and after the improvement of the manual cleaning process in
the fine lumen Two groups Comparison of clearance of bone wax.
Group
Control group
Observation group

Bone wax
23
2

No bone wax
705
929

X2
23.8
65

P
0.000

3.4. Before and After the Improvement of the Manual
Cleaning Process in the Fine Lumen Two Groups
Comparison of Organizational Clearance
After improving the manual cleaning process of fine lumen
instruments, the observation group Organization clearance
rate higher than Control group. Two sets of data Differences
(X2=6.535, P=0.012), indicating the effectiveness of the
continuous improvement measures. See table 4.
Table 4. Before and after the improvement of the manual cleaning process in
the fine lumen Two groups Comparison of organizational clearance.
Group
Control group
Observation group

Organization
12
4

No Organization X2
716
6.535
927

P
0.012

3.5. Before and After the Improvement of the Manual
Cleaning Process in the Fine Cavity Two Groups
Comparison of Foreign Body Removal
After improving the manual cleaning process of fine lumen
instruments, the observation group Foreign body clearance
and Control group No change. Two sets of data No difference
(X2=0.564, P=0.453). See table 5.
Table 5. Before and after the improvement of the manual cleaning process in
the fine cavity Two groups Comparison of foreign body removal.
Group
Control group
Observation group

Foreign
bodies
3
1

No foreign
bodies
725
930

X2

P

0.564

0.453

4. Discussion
4.1. Prevent Leakage and Contamination of Fine Lumen
Instruments
Normally, a set of brain and facial lumen instruments has
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5-9 tubes with different diameters. During manual cleaning, it
is easy for the cleaners to mix the unwashed lumen
instruments into the cleaned lumen instruments and
contaminate other instruments during boiling disinfection and
cleaning quality inspection. During the cleaning process, there
are few leakages of the lumen instruments after the basket is
loaded. Put an end to the phenomenon that other instruments
are contaminated by leakage washing of lumen instruments.
4.2. Use 3% Hydrogen Peroxide Solution to Effectively
Remove Dried Blood Stains and Organic Matter from
the Inner Wall of the Lumen Apparatus
Fine lumen instruments have the characteristics of small or
long pipe diameter, after cleaning, it is easy to leave blood
stains, tissue, protein and other organic matter in the inner wall
of the pipe diameter after cleaning, and the difficulty
coefficient of thoroughly cleaning the residual organic matter
in the lumen is high [7]. The 3% hydrogen peroxide solution is
rich in many kinds of protein decomposing enzymes, which
can effectively remove the residual blood stains, tissues,
proteins and other organic matter in the instrument. After the
initial washing, washing, enzyme soaking and washing,
ultrasonic washing and water gun washing, the tube cavity is
washed repeatedly with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution and
soaked for 1-2 min, which can more thoroughly dissolve the
residual blood stains, tissues and proteins in the inner wall of
the pipe diameter. This result is consistent with the results of
Li Liang [8].
4.3. Use 90°C Heat Soak in Pure Water to Effectively
Remove the Bone Wax Firmly Attached to the Inner
Wall of the Suction Tube
The main components of bone wax are beeswax, vegetable
oil, salicylic acid [9]. It is widely used in orthopedics [10], brain
department [11], five faculties [12] surgery for bone hemostasis
[13]. The dosage can be used to achieve hemostasis, and the
surrounding excess bone wax is removed with lumen
instruments. When the bone wax is sucked out by the
instrument of the lumen, some parts are firmly adhered to the
inner wall of the lumen, which cannot be removed by using the
general cleaning method. According to its preparation process
and confirmed by experiments, the residual bone wax in the
instrument of the lumen is completely melted and precipitated
after soaking in hot pure water at 90°C for 10 min.

5. Conclusions
The CSSD of our hospital is loaded by separate cleaning
basket, 3% hydrogen peroxide solution cleaning and 90°C
heat measures such as pure water immersion improve the
manual cleaning quality of fine lumen instruments, improve
the removal rate of blood stains, tissues, proteins and other
organic matter in the inner wall of the pipe diameter, ensure
the cleaning quality of fine lumen instruments, and also have
an important role in promoting the control of nosocomial
infection.
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